[Prognostic value of the Knosp scale in trans-sphenoidal surgery for pituitary adenomas].
Various surgical approaches are available for the treatment of somatotroph pituitary adenomas. The treatment of choice remains surgical excision via transsphenoidal route. The results of that operation depend on the volume of the tumour, its suprasellar and parasellar extension, especially to the cavernous sinus. Modern neuroimaging by magnetic resonance provides visualization of the size and extension of the tumour, but invasion of the cavernous sinus space remains still a surgical diagnosis. According to intraoperative observations and proliferation marker (Ki-67) Knosp has evolved out radiological classification describing parasellar extension of pituitary adenomas. We present a series of 142 somatotroph pituitary adenomas surgically treated by transsphenoidal route. The radiological features of the tumours are described using Knosp classification. The results of surgery are analyzed with special reference to preoperative magnetic resonance findings. We found Knosp scale useful for prognostic classification for transsphenoidal surgery cases.